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Wire jewelry has never been more popular--but you've never seen projects like this before! In
Fine Art Wire Weaving, award-winning author Sarah Thompson shares her secrets to creating
wire jewelry that's nothing short of spectacular.Using super-fine wires to create 20 delicate,
sophisticated pieces, you'll achieve that "wow" factor, all under the guidance of an expert jewelry
teacher. You'll learn how to work with these fine wires successfully, as well as what to do when
one of your projects goes awry.Using techniques in layering, symmetry, and dimensional
shaping, you'll come away with a strong foundation in wire working so you can create your own
one-of-a-kind pieces. Paired with beautiful, 4-color photographs, Thompson gives you step-by-
step instructions to creating jewelry to pretty to keep for yourselfâ€"but that you won't want to
give away!

About the AuthorDon Jones is a PowerShell MVP, speaker, and trainer. He developed the
Microsoft PowerShell courseware and has taught PowerShell to more than 20,000 IT pros. Don
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has 22 years of experience working with Microsoft technologies as an analyst-programmer,
server administration, support, DBA and architect.Jeffery Hicks is a PowerShell MVP with 20
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Pages 7 - 48 are not included in this sample. Pages 55 - 174 are not included in this
sample.
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J.Adams, “The very best wire wrapping book on the market and the best jewelry making book
I've every used!. In all of my 15 - 16 years making jewelry, I have never come across such a
professionally done book! I've never come across a book I loved so much! In my opinion this is
the ultimate book on wire wrapping!This book is so accessible, with so much information, so
many well done step by step professionally done pictures, and with such incredible detail! This is
just absolutely an incredibly gorgeous book!I posted a lot of pictures because beforeI ever
spend another dime on any book I want to make sure it has the number of amazing projects in it,
that this one does. I wanted people to know about all the amazing projects available in this
book.If you make jewelry, and have any exposure to wire work, if you've wanted to do wire work
but need a guide BUY THIS BOOK! If you never buy any other book on wire work, BUY THIS
BOOK!!! Of the 30+ books I have on jewelry making and wire work, this is my absolute favorite!In
this book, Sarah Thompson breaks the projects down into beginner, intermediate, and
advanced. She very clearly demonstrates each and every technique and weave you'll use.Then,
in the instructions for each project, she tells you what techniques you'll be using, and where to
find them in the instructions at the beginning of the book! I love her incredible attention to detail!
Her projects are stunning and I want to do all of them!The thing I love the most is that there are
SEVENTEEN gorgeous projects and not just 17 projects but Sarah SHOWS you alternatives or
variations on the projects she's done, variations you can try! She also shows every single project
she does before she uses liver of sulphur and after. That's such a great thing because I'm not a
big fan of liver of sulphur.I've taken lots of pictures because I want people to know how incredibly
generous Sarah has been in showing so many projects and alternatives. I've never come across
a more comprehensive book with so many amazing projects! I absolutely LOVE this book and, in
my opinion, there's no other book that's better on the market today!If you make jewelry and are
interested in wire work, or know someone else who's interested in wire work, buy this book!!!I
simply cannot recommend this book highly enough!Very Highly Recommended!!!”

Whidbey Mary, “5 Stars for the Author - 3 Stars for the Interweave Publisher. You'll need a bib
while reading Ms. Thompson's Fine Art Wire Weaving book because you will be drooling over
the lovely pieces she has created. This is not a true beginner's book but it's not limited to
advanced wire artists. I'd say this book is best for anyone with at least some knowledge of wire
weaving. It is also chock full of inspirational designs and ideas even for an advanced wire artist.I
really liked her Tools section. Sarah has included what I feel are necessary tools that other wire
books don't even mention. For instance, a wooden jeweler's ring clamp (which I immediately
ordered from Amazon). Her section on detailing the different types of wire along with their
plusses and minuses is invaluable since the wrong wire only leads to frustration. And her tip
about paddling the ends and using a butane torch to ball the ends (I use my Creme Brulee torch
and it works perfectly) makes the finished product look much more professional and artistic.My



complaint has nothing to do with the author, but has all to do with Interweave. Their instructional
books seem to use less photos than the directions might require and the photos aren't as sharp
and clear as most of us are used to in the 21st century.”

Mrs G, “Good guide for beginners. This is a great beginners book on wire wrapping techniques.
Thompson gives some useful tips on how to hold wires together while beginning a new wrap, as
well as how to make the job easier on the hands and a few other things. Descriptions of how to
do the weaves is a little cumbersome, but that's probably to be expected when attempting to
describe such intricate crafts to a newbie.There's one gaping flaw, however. The step by step
photos are barely more than thumbnails, and they are disappointingly low quality. Zooming in on
them results in fuzzy pictures which are completely useless. I purchased the Kindle version of
the book and have an HD Fire tablet, so I expected better quality photos than that. Fortunately I
have a small amount of experience with wire wrapping to draw on and can figure it out. Those
who are just getting started in wire wrapping might need to search for example photos online to
help them understand the different weaves.Despite that flaw, I still think this is worth buying. It's
inexpensive when compared with other books on the topic, which means a smaller investment
for those trying to decide if they want to delve deeper into this craft. This book keeps things
simple enough for a true beginner, unlike all too many books out there.”

April, “Uh-may-zing. Best book out there. Period. I’m very glad I got the paperback, I can see how
this would be hard to follow on my app. Shipping was awful, but that’s not the sellers fault, lots of
packages have been getting stuck in cities for days and weeks. The book I purchased was used,
but it was in mint condition! I don’t think anyone has even opened it before. If you’re learning wire
working or even if you’re intermediate/ advanced you will love and cherish the tutorials and
designs in the book.”

Gale Hamby, “Very elegant, but simple.... Nice book with clear directions and some very artistic
styling. Pictures are detailed and sharp. There are variations included with each pattern. I very
much appreciated the section on patination and how to use and dispose of Liver of Sulfur, which
I haven't previously used. I wish she had more designs with cabachons instead of beads, but
that's just a personal preference. Excellent book!”

Jessica, “Awesome. Great for learning. I’d say it’s not exactly for beginners but a great source of
knowledge.”

KarenVHS, “Fabulous book!. I ordered this book in advance of its publication. I love Sarah
Thompson's jewellery so I eagerly awaited the book's arrival. I was not disappointed.This is a
fabulous book. Her writing style shows what a good teacher she is and I don't think there is a
single project in the book that I don't want to make. I have made a couple already and, even
though I have been wire weaving for quite a while, I have learnt several tips and tricks to make



working easier and make thi finished product neater and more professional.I highly recommend
this book for all levels of wire work as the instructions are super-clear and easy to follow. The
more difficult projects are broken down so that they don't seem so daunting.”

SFF Dragon, “Great resource, very detailed, but it's not really what I was looking for..... I haven't
fully read this yet, but what I have read is detailed and useful, for anyone who wants to make
professional quality wire jewellery, using assorted professional techniques, such as heating,
melting, pickling, tumbling etc.. Which I do, eventually, so for me it's a resource in waiting. What I
was actually looking for was an instruction/text book for where I am now about making jewellery
by actually weaving wire... real weaving... on an actual loom..., which this isn't. So, I'll keep
looking and when I get to the level of this book, I'll happily use it then.”

MISS J ONIONS, “A must have book. Brilliant. I'm just a beginner but find this book very helpful.
I like complicated challenges. Practice makes perfect. For me I'm still trying to use the right
Guage wire and get it to do what looks so easy in the book. Definitely recommend this book but
also highly recommend looking up wire weaving on YouTube.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Something different for jewellery wire workers. Plenty of novel and
expertly described projects here for relative novice as well as more advanced jewellery makers.
As a more advanced wire worker I am always looking for inspiration that goes beyond the basic
level and this book has been just what I was looking for.I particularly liked the suggestions and
alternatives for how each project could be elaborated using alternative and extended design
options.I have found many uses for the modified sumac weave in my own projects - it lends a
professional look to some external projects where I thought the original suggested weave was
looking messy or loose.Highly recommended and worth every penny you spend on this
reasonable priced book.”

The book by Sarah Thompson has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 653 people have provided feedback.
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